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Abstract: 

Being a tourist isn’t a passive attitude. It is the result of a conscious decision essentially based 

onhow individuals build what they perceive as unknown and how they decide to get to know it. 

In other words, tourists deliberately create a distance with the destination which allows them to 

enjoy the tourist experience as something exceptional. This paper is part of an ongoing research 

and focuses on the subjective construction of the otherness, since this process determines what is 

left to be discovered.  

First, a theoretical overview will introduce the concepts of usual environment, proximity and 

tourist.Then, we will focus on guided tours as a mechanism of mediation between individuals and 

places. Finally, we will move on to the case of Barcelona’s walking tours and the local 

participants’ experience as a way to adopt a tourist’s approach. 

Preliminary results show, first, four categories of experience of proximate guided tours: 

educational, expert, recreational and tourist. Then, they focus on the proximity tourist experience 

usingUrry and Larsen’s notion of the “tourist gaze” and Tuan’s theory on the tourist and the 

resident’s points of view. According to these theories,participants’motivations andtheir individual 

frame of reference define a tourist’s point of view. Based on that,results show that proximity 

tourists and traditional tourists share curiosity as motivation but don’t have the same points of 

reference.In spite of that, the feeling of proximity with the destination doesn’t constitute a barrier 

to become a tourist. It is the conscious adoption of the tourist’s role which makes the individual 

gaze upon the visited areas like a tourist, regardless of the proximity with the environment. 

This approach of proximity tourism constitutes a way to enhance familiarplaces anddevelop 

tourism in an environmentally concerned context where proximate destinations are being 

promoted. 

Keywords: Barcelona, guided tours, otherness, proximity, proximity tourism, qualitative 

methodology, tourist experience, tourist gaze, usual environment. 

Introduction 

Being a tourist is usually associated to an exceptional, marginal(Vacher, 2014) experience out of 

the everyday life. This exceptionality implies adopting a particular perspective.Urry and Larsen 

(2011) stated that “at least a part of that experience is to gaze upon or view a set of different 

scenes, of landscapes or townscapes […] out of the ordinary. When we “go away” we look at the 

environment with interest and curiosity” (p. 1). How is this “tourist gaze” adopted when going 

away means staying in a close and familiar environment? Indeed, in a globalised context there is 

a distortion between what is perceived as familiar and what is strange (Govers, Van Hecke, 
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&Cabus, 2008). Therefore, otherness can be perceived as much in geographically 

distantenvironments as in closer ones.  

In this context, there is a development of propositions allowing local populations to discover or 

rediscover their hometowns from different points of view. Some of these initiatives are proposed 

to local population and tourists alike,challengingthe classical dichotomy tourist-inhabitant 

(Fabry, Picon-Lefebvre, & Pradel, 2015). Guided walking tours essentially made for a local 

audience are also part of this phenomenon. They have essentially been developed in metropoles 

like Paris where organisations like Promenades urbaines(Aguas & Gouyette, 2011) invite 

“discerning strollers,informed residents and enlightened tourists” to “urban walks allowing them 

to acquire the capacity to do a critical reading of the visited spaces”(Promenades Urbaines 

website). In Perth, for example,Eat the Street Walking Tours give the possibility to tourists and 

residents to discover the city through its bars and gastronomy. Barcelona has developed since 

2008 a sector of small companies of walking tours where the majority of the participants live in 

its metropolitan region.  

This paper is part of an ongoing research with focus on the subjective relationship between 

individual, tourist activity and proximate destination. The goal is to understand if it is possible to 

become a tourist in a close and familiar environment and how individuals engage in this 

experience. This paper focus onthe experience of walking guided tours as a mean to become 

tourists in the own hometown. The hypothesis of research is that tourism provides a particular 

and intentional point of view. In other words, that a tourist’s point of view can deliberately be 

adopted allowing individuals perception of the otherness in a familiar context. Therefore, on one 

hand, walking guided tours are considered a tourist practice and tourism is here a mean to get 

access to the unknown aspects of a familiar environment. On the other hand, being a tourist is an 

intentionalapproach constituted by a particular way to experience which transforms everyday 

temporality and spatiality(Vergopoulos, 2013). 

The implications of this idea include new opportunities for the tourist sector, especially in an 

environmentally concerned context where proximate destinations are being enhanced. Moreover, 

the valorisation of familiarplaces thanks to the development of proximitytourism could be 

important in the construction of oneself and of society. This is especially relevantin a context 

where place matters (Florida, 2008),heritage is being promoted and local identities reinforced as a 

reaction to the globalised context (Arrieta Urtizberea, Hernández León, & Andreu Tomàs, 2016).  

Firstly, a theoretical review of proximity tourism will introduce the subject. Secondly, the 

ethnographic methodology,whose aim istodefine proximity touristand how he/she buildsa tourist 

approach, will be explained. Then, preliminary results will be presented from a qualitative 

perspective. First, the experience of proximate walking guided tours has been categorised in four 

kinds of experience. Then, individual’s motivations and his/her frame of reference have been 

analysed as the basis of the tourist experience.The final conclusions will summarisethe most 

important ideas and will introduce further questions for future research. 
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What does Proximity Tourism mean? 

How is it possible to visit a place in a tourist way when this place is close to our own household 

and feels familiar? Tourism has traditionally been defined as the activity allowing people to visit 

places outside their usual environment. Many authors have theorised about this idea of usual 

environment, about its meaning and physical perimeter (Smith, 1999). While the official 

definition refers to the “geographical limits within which the individual conducts his/her regular 

life routines”(WTO, 2014, p. 12), some authors challenge this notion of geographical distance 

and consider it inadequate to analyse this idea (Govers et al., 2008). For some, in a post-modern 

era characterised by “globalisation, hyper-consumerism, the experience economy and new 

developments in technology” (Smith, MacLeod & Hart Robenson, 2010), the limits between 

work and leisure as well as those between everyday practices and tourist practices are not clearly 

defined (Vacher, 2014).This increases the complexity of defining what is part of the usual 

environment and what is not. Moreover, itreinforces a reinterpretation of the spatiality and 

temporality of proximity (Bourdeau, 2009).  

There is not a consensus in the definition of proximity. This is a complex concept with multiple 

dimensions (Boschma, 2004). On one hand, it is physicalwhen it can be measured in kilometres, 

miles, etc. On the other hand, it has an abstract dimension based on organisational parameters or 

on individual perceptions (Torré, 2004). Guedon(2005) uses the concept of “social proximity” to 

explain this abstract dimension, conditioned by individuals’ experiences, their system of 

representations and theirperception of proximity (p. 11). We will use the more general notion of 

“abstract proximity”,which is measured in terms of familiarity (Boschma, 2004; Torré, 2004). 

These different dimensions of proximity are not necessarily opposed, the closest area to an 

individual’s home might or might not feel familiar. This distinction just helps to understand 

different ways of defining this concept. 

From a spatial point of view, proximity tourism has mainly been studied as a recent phenomenon, 

related first of all to the increase of environmental awareness (Dubois & Ceron, 2006; Dubois, 

Peeters, Ceron, & Gössling, 2011; Jeuring, 2015) and, second of all, as an mechanism of 

adaptation in a context of economic crisis (Callot, 2013). This is when travelling far is not 

possible anymore, tourists would choose closer destinations. Other authors, like Pearce (2012) 

are interested in analysing the fact of travelling to familiar places, destinations that tourists 

already know from previous life experiences. For example, they used to live there or they studied 

there or they have some sort of connection to that place which makes it familiar. If we accept this 

idea of an abstract dimension of proximity, travelling to familiar but distant places would be a 

kind of proximity tourism since this tourist would be travelling inside his/her own abstract 

perimeter of proximity. 

In the case of individuals analysed in this research, they participate in guided tours and they live 

in the area where these tours take place. Therefore, they could be considered as proximity tourists 

in both the physical and the abstract dimensions of proximity since a priori this area is familiar to 
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them. This approach is quite novel in tourist studies since these practices have mostly been 

analysed with foreign participants (Larsen & Widtfeldt Meged, 2013; Zillinger, Jonasson, & 

Adolfsson, 2012) and the perspective chosen to analyse the participant’s approach towards the 

visited places has mainly been done in terms of satisfaction (Geva & Goldman, 2008; Hughes, 

1991). This research looks at this approach from a philosophical perspective analysing the 

experience of becoming tourists. 

In a context of intense mobilities where those individuals classified as residents, inhabitants or 

hosts, might or might not live permanently in their main residence, tourists could also be 

considered as temporary inhabitants of the destination (Stock, 2007). Their stay is just a priori 

shorter than the residents’ stay. This approach gives tourists a deeper meaning, because they are 

not just mere figures in transit (Pradel, Simon, & Lefrançois, 2015). Furthermore, following the 

performing tourism approach (Edensor, 2001; Haldrup & Baerenholdt, 2011; Haldrup & Larsen, 

2009),tourists become producers of their experience as well as producers of the 

destination.Guided tours have already been analysed using this approach (Jonasson & Scherle, 

2012; Larsen & Widtfeldt Meged, 2013).It facilitates the analysis of participants whether they are 

traditional tourists or locals visiting their hometown.That is because, in the case of proximity 

tourists, they aresimultaneously tourists and residents. This approach allows to simplify the 

analysis by supressing the distinctions between these two categories (Fabry et al., 2015). 

Besides, in a global context where individuals can work from almost anywhere as long as they 

are connected to the world through the technologies of information and communication (Ascher, 

2000), choosing where to live can meet recreational needs. That is what some authors call 

amenity migrations (Bourdeau, 2013). This phenomenon makes the distinction between tourism 

and everyday life even blurrier.  

In this context, if tourism brings people outside of their usual environment, doing tourism at a 

micro local scale is possible, even when the visited places are not only close but also familiar. 

That is adopting the tourist gaze (Urry & Larsen, 2011). When the geographical trip is not 

necessary in order to practice tourism, when one can be a tourist in his/her own region, being a 

tourist means adopting a different point of view. In this situation, tourists’point of view is based 

on curiosity (Vergopoulos & Flon, 2012) as they approach the visited placesdifferently, looking 

for the unknown.  

It is from this perspective that we consider individuals analysed in this research as tourists. When 

they take part in walking guided tours, they change their role. They are no longer residents or just 

any kind of users of the public space: they gaze upon their town and interact withitlike tourists. 

They travel in time through the guide’s narrative(Bryon, 2012; Gellereau, 2005; Karrbom 

Gustavsson & Hallin, 2013). 

Tuan states that tourists’ point of view is simple since it is confronted to the unknown, to the 

novelty of the visited environment so tourists express themselves freely. On the opposite, 

residents point of view is complex because it is totally immersed in the environment. For this 
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reason, they find indirect ways to express themselves, like behaviour, local traditions, folklore, 

myths, etc. Moreover, tourists would mainly point out aesthetical aspects and they would be able 

to see the visited society’s strengths and weaknesses much more clearly than locals (Tuan, 1990). 

It is interesting to note that individuals analysed in this paper can be considered both tourists and 

locals. Following Tuan’s theory, it would mean that they hold both a simple and a complex point 

of view on this territory. On one hand, they live in the destination so, according to Tuan, they are 

totally immersed in it and they express themselves through indirect mechanisms linked to the 

everyday life. On the other hand, they pretend to be tourists in these same places. During the brief 

period of time when the guided tour takes place, according to this theory, they are more critical 

and notice aesthetical aspects of these places more easily than during their everyday life. This 

double dimension of proximity tourist has been taken into consideration in the analysis carried 

out for this research. 

Furthermore, participant’s previous experiences as resident have an influence on their experience 

of the tour. Tourists also carry with them a vision of the world, a perception code which 

influences their experience (Urbain, 2002). If “to experience is to learn, it means acting on the 

given and creating out of the given” (Tuan, 2011, p. 9). It means that previous experiences of any 

kind (as a resident or during previous trips) condition the current experience (Schütz, 1987). 

Therefore, both tourists and proximity tourists will experience the guided tour conditioned by 

their own life experiences.The experience of the guided tour will alsomodifythe way of 

perceiving and interacting with the places where they live and with places that they will visit in 

the future. In this sense, the concepts of place and experience are here considered as subjective 

constructs. This approachhelps to understand how the participants’ relationship with places which 

already had some meaning for them influencestheir experience of the guided tour. 

Why Tourism? 

Why do we use tourism as a concept to explain this local phenomenon? The aimfor discovery is 

traditionally associated with tourism. Urbain (2002) states that tourism is the generalisation of a 

way of knowledge (p. 120). The main goal of the majority of participants in the activities which 

constitute the object of this research, as it has been confirmed by the interviews, is to get to know 

the city better. They want to discover new stories, places and aspects just out of curiosity. This is 

particularly possible in the urban context since nowadays “the city looks for otherness inside 

itself when it used to find it naturally outside” (Bourdeau, 2013, p. 25). In other words, urban 

citizens have traditionally associated otherness with rural, foreign and wild landscapes. However, 

nowadays, cities are also able toprovide exoticism and otherness. 

Officially, these participants should be categorised as excursionists because they go back home at 

night (WTO, 2014). We could also use the more general notion of visitor who can be an 

overnight visitor or a same-day visitor. Besides, this practice of guided tours could be considered 

a leisure activity in the case of these local participants. However, we mostly use the terms tourist 

and tourism because this research aims to enhance the idea that it is not necessary to go to the 

other side of the world to find what we could find close to home if we remained available 
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(Vacher, 2014, p. 136) for this discovery. In this sense, Vacher states that looking for a marginal 

experience already creates a distance with the everyday life and makes this experience closer to 

tourism than leisure(2014). These guided tours where locals participate provide a sort of marginal 

experience. On the contrary, for a tourist this would be a normal practice, as visiting the city with 

a guide is part of the experience of many tourists(Larsen & Widtfeldt Meged, 2013; Zillinger et 

al., 2012). Hence, it is the thirst for discovery and curiosity as motivations and the exceptionality 

of the experience which refer to the tourism realm.  

As proximity tourists are and feel close to the destination, their impacts might be different or 

might be analysed differently from traditional tourists’ impacts. Tourists produce the destination 

through their experience and their actions (Edensor, 2001; Haldrup & Baerenholdt, 2011; 

Jonasson & Scherle, 2012; Larsen & Widtfeldt Meged, 2013; Prebensen & Joar Vitterso, 2013), 

just as stakeholders do with their decisions and policies. As it has been said, these proximity 

tourists are also everyday users of this area, so they produce it in several ways. On one hand, they 

do it as residents when they carry their daily practices out and, on the other hand, they do it as 

tourists during the time of the activity. Through this tourist experience, they do not only 

contribute to the construction of the destination: this experience also contributes to the 

construction of oneself, of the tourist’s subjectivity and of future experiences (Bossé, 2010; 

Jackson, White & Schmierer, 1996; Pearce & Kang, 2009; Tung & Ritchie, 2011). 

Furthermore, their participation in these activities, their tourist experience, might also have 

impacts on the ways they will use and interact with these places afterwards, once they become 

residents again. From this point of view, the hypothesis raised by the printed guides analysed by 

Vergopoulos (2013), that residents only have a relationship of routine with their territory, that our 

everyday practices in the city would prevent us to seize its curiosities (p. 58) and that we would 

only seize them by adopting the tourist gaze would have to be accepted. In this sense, the role of 

everyday practices (Selby, 2004)and curiosity in the construction of the tourist’s point of view 

will be analysed.  

Guided Tours as Mechanisms of Mediation between Citizens and their Cities 

Planning a trip raises many questions. What has to be seen? What would we like to visit? Most 

tourists choose to participate in guided tours, especially during short trips because these tours 

concentrate the main highlights of a destination in a brief period of time(Widtfeldt Meged, 

2010).Tourists as a group during guided tours are usually stigmatised (Larsen & Widtfeldt 

Meged, 2013) comparing to those who travel independently and consider themselves as real 

travellers. Organised groups are usually undervalued and accused ofjust following the official 

trails(Christin, 2008). 

Walking is a peaceful way of appropriation and re-appropriation of space and time. In a context 

where walking is relegated to the leisure realm (Le Breton, 2000), walkingtourshave been 

developed as a regular offer to tourists especially in urban destinations. This research uses the 

concept of walking guided tours instead of just walking tours to emphasize that there is a guide 
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setting the pace of the visit. There are indeed several kinds of similar propositions on foot 

without a guide. For example, self-guided tours proposed by tourist offices, printed guides, 

specialised websites or treasure hunts on heritage sites or city’s old towns (Beaucham-Aligny, 

Houvenaghel, & Wilhelm, 2011; Boudelaire & Cova, 2008).  

However, walking guided toursaren’t just a leisure practicelinked to the tourism sphere, they also 

constitute an appropriation tool for citizens. City councils and associations organise guided tours 

essentially dedicatedto the local population. They are usually free and divided in two main types. 

On one hand, we have themed tours, essentially about historical periods and artistic or 

architectural local elements. For example, French municipalities and regions labelledVille et Pays 

d’art et d’histoire [Municipalities and Regions of Art and History] regularlyorganise walking 

guided tours as a mediation mechanism between heritage and local population. This label 

represents an engagement of local governments towards heritage in order to favour the 

attachment of the population to its usual environment and develop local identity(Villes et Pays 

d'Art et d'Histoire website).On the other hand, walking guided tours are organised to introduce 

local urban projects and infrastructures. When urban planners organise these tours, they 

constitute a communication tool for institutional stakeholders for purposes of transparency. They 

also transport the citizen to the future (Karrbom Gustavsson & Hallin, 2013)since the visited sites 

don’t exist or they aren’t operational yet.This kind of tours are also organised by associations or 

individuals interested in urban development from a critical point of view. For example, Jane’s 

walks are locally organised in cities all around the world where residents share their knowledge 

of the place where they live in what they call a “walking conversation”(Jane’s walk website). 

Walking guided tours analysed in this paper have a different approach. They are not free, they 

cost between 9€ and 18€.This cost has been interpreted here as a proof of the participants’ 

investment in the activity.Participants live basically in the metropolitan region of the city where 

the tours take place although there is a minority of traditional tourists among participants too. 

These are themed tours. The themes include historical periods, neighbourhoods’ stories,the places 

where a figure or a character lived, the places that inspired a book,places where a movie was 

filmed, important buildings and places fora cultural or a political movement...A priori, they have 

an educational approach, they aren’t necessarily critical like Jane’s walks, for example. All the 

guides in these tours are officialguides because official tours are easier to 

approach.Unofficialguides usually work with private groups which are harder to observe since 

they don’t allow outsiders. Besides, unofficial guides essentially work with traditional 

touristswhile this paper focus on proximity tourists. 

Barcelona, a Proximity Destination 

Barcelona (Spain) receives visitors from around the world. According to the official statistics, the 

city received 7,874,941 tourists in 2014(Turisme de Barcelona, Diputació de Barcelona & 

Barcelona City Council [TB, DiBa & BCN City Council], 2015, p. 9). More than four million of 

them came from European countries and more than 2 million from the rest of the world. These 
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figures concerntraditional tourists, according to the WTO’s official definition: those who spend at 

least one night in the destination. Barcelona has not always been a well-known tourist 

destination. Its tourist development really started after the city hosted the Olympic Games in 

1992. Since then, it has developed this sector essentially around the Mediterranean 

lifestyle(Guàrdia, 2010). Its mild climate and geographical situation next to the sea, as well as a 

lively public space, have deeply contributed to building and reinforcing this positive image. 

These features have been enhanced thanks to the urban operations carried out for the Olympics 

and due to a reorganisation of public stakeholders since then (Jiménez & Prats, 2006, p. 166). 

The result is that Barcelona has been developed as a tourist destination receiving 40% more 

tourists in 2014 than in 2005(TB, DiBa & BCN City Council, 2015). In this context, the tourist 

pressure is highly perceived by local population (Vlès, 2011), especially in the city-centre where 

“Tourists go home” signs can be seen hanging from many balconies. With tourism development,  

prices for residential rents and serviceshave increased (Jiménez & Prats, 2006), but not the 

income of the local population. The economic crisis going on since 2008 has exacerbated this 

gap. The local government elected in 2015 has made this issue a priority and intends to manage 

tourism in a more sustainable way (Suñé & Sierra, 2015). Therefore, in the years to come, there 

should be some changes in the way tourism is managed by public stakeholders and the impacts of 

their actions will have to be taken into account. 

Barcelona is not only a destination for traditional tourists: it also has interesting features which 

make it popularamong its own population. As one of the interviewed organisers of guided tours 

states: “Barcelona… it is impossible to finish it!” (Joan, 35), meaning that Barcelona is 2000 

years old and its history is rich in anecdotes soit is possible to go over and over its streets and 

always find a new way to look at them. Thishas been identified as an opportunityby some 

entrepreneurs and different companies offer the local population the chance to rediscover their 

town. This phenomenon isn’t exclusive of Barcelona. Small companies, associations and 

independent guides organise walking guided tours for locals and tourists alike in metropoles from 

all continents. For example, Manila (De Guzman, 2014), New York (Tumola, 2012), 

Johannesburg (AFP Relax News, 2012)and Melbourne (Maunder, 2012) have their own walking 

guided toursto rediscover their history and particularities. 

These tours are also of interest for tourists looking for another way to visit the 

destination.Traditional tourists interviewed in this research declared that participating in this kind 

of guided tours with locals allows them to get to know the city off the beaten tracks. However, 

they mainly attract residents from the city or the metropolitan region. The metropolitan regionof 

Barcelona is a 3,236km
2
 area with almost 5 million of inhabitants. It is one of the ten biggest 

metropolitan areas in Europe and the second in population density after Paris(Esteban, 2003; 

Sogues, 2010).According to the interviewed organisers, 90% of their audience lives in this 

area(see Figure 1). “Tourists come here and know everything and we live here and we don’t know 

our own city” (Gerard, 67). As this participant who lives in the metropolitan regionof Barcelona 

said in his interview, locals participate in these tours expecting to know Barcelona as tourists do. 
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This double-approach of walking guided tours, first, as a tourist activity for locals and, second, as 

a local activity for tourists is particularly interesting,especiallywhen there are some tensions 

between the local population and tourists.  

Figure 1. Participants’ Origins and Visited Areas 

 
Source: Author using cartographical basis of Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya and CartoBCN. 

Nine companies have been identified in Barcelona asorganisers of these walking guided tours. 

There are other types of organisers:associations, unofficialguides, etc. However, as previously 

explained, they haven’t been included in the analysis.These activities are not included in the 

official tourist statistics as they are usually considered part of the leisure offer so it is difficult to 

calculate their impact. There are not official figures for this practice anyway. These nine 

companies have been asked about the number of participants they had every year in order to be 

able to measure the actual impact of this phenomenon. Only five of them make their own 

statistics so only estimations of the actual figures were provided. Therefore, it is hard to evaluate 

this practice by analysing its numbers. These tours and traditional tourist walking tours share a 

spatiality and temporality since they occupy the same streets at the same period of time. They use 

the public space as tourists but they are not taken into account by public stakeholders when they 

plan the destination or when they manage public space’s uses and flows. 
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Most of the tours take place in Ciutat Vella (Old Town), the roman and medieval part of the city 

(Figure 1). This district is very busy with traditional tourists, local population and commuters. 

Because it is a crowded and a very popular shopping area, we could think that residents would 

rather be interested in visiting more unknown areas of the city. However, one of the interviewed 

organisers said that “at the beginning we tried to avoid Ciutat Vella but people asked for it and 

finally we had to do it” (Marta, 33). It is not surprising if we consider that this is the 2,000 years 

old part of the city. As a consequence, it is the part where there is more varied material to create 

different tours.  

In conclusion, Barcelona has been chosen as case study because, on one hand, walking guided 

tours mainly for locals constitute a thriving sector developing since 2008 and,on the other hand, 

these activities are concentrated basically in the most crowded as well as the most visited parts of 

the city so their impacts in terms of use of public space are significant. 

Methodology 

This research analyses the point of view of individuals about their experience of walking guided 

tours in their hometown. The aim is to understand how otherness is built in a close and familiar 

environment and what role tourism has in this process. 

As Petiteau and Pasquier (2001) wroteabout walking as a tool in urban studies: “when an 

individual questions his/her own references, his/her words are an analysis by themselves whose 

value and coherence are as powerful and interesting as any expert’s analysis”(p. 64). In other 

words, every individual is capable of providing a valuable story (Davis, 2016, p. 51). Therefore, 

the researcher maintainsa relationship with the analysed individuals based on trust so their 

analysis of their own subjectivity is accepted by the researcher as an expert’s position. 

Ethnographic tools were used in order to collect this subjective data. Thirteen different walking 

guided tours were observed with a researcher-as-participant approach. At the end of these 

tours,ninety-three participants shared their experience. All participants were approached and they 

participated in the research depending on their availability. This method was adopted because 

observing the tour as a participant helped the researcher to gain the participants’ trust (Taylor & 

Bogdan, 1987); accordingly, they were more available to be interviewed afterwards. In order to 

assurethe number of interviews and the quality of the representation, almost all participants in the 

observed tours filled a form right after the tours. Then,the researcher couldcarry informal 

interviews at the moment of collecting these forms. 

Finally, ninety-three participants filled a form.Seventy-five of them shared their experience 

through informal interviews.Besides, eighteen semi-structured interviews were conducted with 

the same topics than the informal ones but with participants who had more time to spend with the 

researcher. This allowed the researcher to delve into their experiences as traditional tourists and 

into their previous experiences in guided tours. All the interviewees (in semi-structured and 

informal interviews) were asked abouttheir hometown, in order to determine the physical 
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proximity with the places where the tour took place; participant’s previous experiences (everyday 

practices and memories) in the area of the tour;the experience of the guided tour itself 

(motivations, favouriteplaces andnarrative…); and repetition (participation in previous tours). 

Interviews and forms were held in Catalan and Spanish depending on the participant’s 

preference. The answers have been translated into English for this paper but they have been 

analysed in the original language. 

The interviewswere coded and analysed using NVivo. The coding processwas based on these two 

dimensions: individual’s frame of reference and walking guided tour’s experience. Firstly, 

individual’s frame of reference includes everything in the individual’s experiences which might 

condition the experience of the tour. The experience is considered as the ensemble of what is 

before, during and after the experience itself (Schütz, 1987). According to Schütz, what happens 

before the experience itself contributes to the stock of knowledge then mobilised during the 

current experience. This stock of knowledge influences how the experience is perceived and 

lived(Bossé, 2010). The idea of the participant’s frame of reference is similar to Schütz’ stock of 

knowledge which includes everything relevant to an actor. In this analysis, the participants’ frame 

of reference is a combination of their biography, everyday practices and memories. Secondly, 

walking guided tour’s experiencerelates to the participants’ motivations, their participation in 

previous tours, their feeling of discovery, as well as the perceptions of the spatiality and 

temporality of these tours and of the guide’s performance. The analysis of walking guided tours 

is also based on this idea of the experience as a whole.  

In summary, for the purpose of this paper, ethnographic tools like participant observation and 

semi-structured and informal interviews have been used and a qualitative analysis carried out. 

This methodology aims, first of all, to analysehow walking guided tours are experienced by 

locals. Second, it intends to understand better the experience of walking tours as tourist practices 

and their role in the construction of otherness. 

Findings and Discussion 

Preliminary results on the links between individuals andproximate destinations based on their 

participation in walking guided tours will be shared here with the aim of introducing a new 

approach in tourism studies.Firstly, different categories of experience of participants in these 

walking guided tours will be introduced. Then, the tourist experience will be analysed in relation 

with the adoption of a tourist point of view. Tourists experiences are very diverse. For that 

reason, we refer to a tourist point of view, instead of the tourist point of view. In order to 

facilitate the reading, participants’ statements will be shown in italics. 

The Four Experiences of Proximate Walking Guided Tours 

The analysis of motivations of participants in walking guided tours in their metropolitan region 

has led to four types of experiences: educational, expert, recreational and tourist. Like Cohen’s 

categorization of tourist experiences (1979), this separation in four modes of experience is a 
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simplification for analysis purposes. The same participant actually has different experiences 

within the same tour. 

First of all, educational experience relates to those participants taking part in these tours to learn 

more about the city: “I love the history of the city. […] I go to all the tours about it, especially to 

those regardingthe city planning:why is there an alley there? I’m very enthusiastic about streets, 

about why this square is called like this…” (Roger, 29); “[I participated] out of curiosity, just to 

learnfurther about things that I don’t know well, even having already seen them” (Felipe, 

67).These are examples of participants’thirst for knowledge. In this sense, they clearly have 

expectations about improving their knowledge and they consider that these tours are of“historical 

and cultural interest” (Chema, 37). 

Moreover, for some people, these tours complement or even replace other ways to learn: “We 

prefer walking on the street and talking to people while they explain its story rather than opening 

a book and search or do a guided tour in a museum”(Carlos, 48); “On 1972, I started going 

through the city with a book called Barcelona pam a pam […]. Since all these tours have started 

I participate” (Roser, 67).The interesting feature of these tours as an educational experience is 

the fact that the information is associated to a place;narrative and physical sites are presented as a 

wholeso it is easier to visualize it and learn: “I’ve read a lot about the Civil War in Barcelona 

and I was very interested in visiting the specific places where the facts took place” (Pep, 65); 

“Historical events are more impressive on the field” (Felipe, 67). 

These tours have to be enjoyable to become an alternative source of information to books and 

other sources: “Instead of just saying «This shop is 150 years old», I prefer when the guide says 

«Look, the decorations were made by whatshisname…». I prefer that rather than just seeing a 

building just because it’s a building. I like when they explain the facts: why Sagrada Familia has 

four different kinds of stone, if it is because one kind comes from Montjuïc’s quarry, the other 

one from another place…; or why a column is harder because it is built using a harder kind of 

stone… This is better than just seeing Sagrada Familia as a huge building which will take a lot of 

time to be finished” (Carlos, 48).Walking tours have an entertaining dimension and they are 

perceived as a way to learn while having fun. 

Traditional guided tours already have an educational aim (Karrbom Gustavsson & Hallin, 2013) 

since theyintend to provide information about the visited places. Nevertheless, they are usually 

stigmatized (Larsen & Widtfeldt Meged, 2013) as a staged practice where passive tourists follow 

anestablished path.In spite of the interest in learning, these participants didn’t show a very active 

attitude during participant observation. They asked few questions, usually to confirm that they 

have heard correctly or that they were looking at the right place and seemed to accept the guide’s 

story unconditionally. Even if these participants live in the metropolitan region of Barcelona, 

they remain passive and follow the guide through a path which is, by the way, very similar 

between tours on the same areas. 
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Secondly, the expert experience goes one step further than the educational one. In this case, 

participants position themselves on the same level than the guide. It means that they don’t 

participate in these tours just to learn but also to share their knowledge.In contrast to the 

educational experience, in the expert experience participants are very active. They ask a lot of 

questions or make comments during all the tour. For example, they complement what the guide 

says: “That tradition must have existed since the Greek” (Roser, 67); and they challenge the 

guide’s position about historical assertions:“No,I don’t agree. Romans did a lot for us!” 

(Roser,67), “Sometimes they [guides] are explaining and I think «No, that isn’t true» or «The 

other version is…» and sometimes I have told the guide about this contradiction” (Carlos, 

48).They even admit not to believe the guide’s story entirely: “I’ve just been about to tell him: 

what does this have to do with that?” (Herminia, 56). This way they verbally coproduce the 

guide’s performance thus impacting the other participants’ experience. 

These participants take part in these tours looking for a confirmation of their knowledge, 

expecting that the guide will improve it but confidents of what they already know about their 

hometown. They feel that they know their region well because they show interest in it, in 

opposition to others who don’t: “I participate in these tours since they started being organized 

because it happens that you live in a place and…, well, there are always people more interested 

in learning about the place where they live than others, right? For example, many years ago, 

Valencia and Mallorca streets’ directions changed and you can’t imagine the amount of things 

that you found out running in the opposite sense because you looked at the streets in a different 

way” (Roser, 67). Therefore, according to the terminology used by the association Promenades 

Urbaines in Paris to define their audience, these participants correspond tothe categories of 

discerning strollers and informed residents(PromenadesUrbaines website). 

Participants with a professional interest in these tours have also been included in this category: 

“We’ve done the architectonical tour of Diagonal Mar and we’ve also participated in a special 

tour in Vic, also organized by architects. We are both architects” (Ramón, 60); “I am in this tour 

because I’m writing a book about the Freemasonry” (Josep, 70). Thislast participant was learning 

about the subject of his bookand also took the opportunity to spread the word about his previous 

book. Because of his knowledge of the theme of the tour where he participated he’s been 

categorized as an expert but he didn’t really question the guide.He interacted with all the 

participants though and shared his knowledge about the city with them. 

In the third place, recreational experience includes all those participants motivated by having a 

good time.This experience corresponds toCohen’s “recreational” and “diversionary” modes 

(1979), depending on the secondary motivations. If participating in a tour is like going to the 

cinema or shopping, then it is just a way to spend the day off and it corresponds with 

Cohen’sdiversionary experiential mode:“It was an activity with my friends” (Marta, 30); “My 

sister wanted to participate in a tour like this so it was my Christmas’ gift for her: this tour and a 

lunch afterwards” (Carolina, 55). However, if besides having a good time, participants aim to 
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know better the place where they live, this motivation could be considered as a form of re-

creation of the individual:“I participated to spend a nice day in Barcelona and to know the city 

better” (Laura, 30). Following Cohen’s theory (1979), these participants would have a 

recreational experience since it “restitutes the individual to his society and its values” (p. 185). It 

is therefore meaningful because it enhances individual’s attachmentto his/her hometown.In this 

case proximity is relevant because these tours are a tool to bring individuals closer to their region 

and improve the sense of place, the familiarity with their hometown: “[Tours] help me to know 

my own territory much better, they help to think more highly of it. I especially like them because 

sometimes I receive people from abroad and then I can explain my town much better bymyself” 

(Carolina, 55). 

Finally, tourist experience relates to participants aiming to approach the city like tourists do: “It is 

the first time that I do this in Barcelona. I’ve done it in Berlin where I’ve been visiting my 

daughter and I thought «Why wouldn’t I try to do it here?»” (Pep, 65); “It seems ridiculous that 

you live somewhere and you don’t know it and people from other places come and tell you «look, 

I’ve been there» and you feel like a fool” (Marc, 63); “We are often ignorant of our own history, 

our environment, our town… I think that it is also fine to discover, to learn… not only about the 

places where we travel, the places that we visit, but also about what we have nearby” (Martí, 35). 

These four categories help to contextualize the proximity tourist experience. They reflect 

participants’ motivations which condition not only their own experience but sometimes the rest 

of the group’s.First, participants searching for an educational experience are very attentive to the 

narrative. During the observations, these participants were focused and rarely interruptedthe 

guide. On the other hand, participants in an expert experience asked many questions and 

interrupted the guide very often. In this case, guides are forced to get out of their prepared 

speech. It usually improves the narrative because participants who know the area well coproduce 

it. The tour is then prolonged, disturbing someother participants: “You usually need two or three 

hours but three hours are usually prolonged because there is always someone who asks 

questions, someone bringing something up because he knows more than the guide…” (Carolina, 

55).Thirdly, the recreational experience involves not only enjoying the tour but also the city so 

these participants usually remain behind looking at shop windows or other events going on. 

Sometimes the guide waits for them to start talking, some other times he doesn’t and these 

participants miss a part of the story. They never complained during the observations though.  

Finally, participants in a tourist experiencehave decided to participate in these tours to discover 

the city like tourists do but, like tourists, they don’t have a unique behavior: some of them ask 

questions, some are very focused on the narrative and some others take pictures so sometimes 

they remain behind. The next section will get deeper on the proximity tourist experience as a 

particular perspective. 

The Proximity Tourist Experience 
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According to the theoretical frame, tourists are defined because of their motivations which are 

usually based on curiosity (Vergopoulos, 2013). They also gaze upon the destination in a 

particular way conditioned by individual’s references framed by sociocultural conditions(Urry & 

Larsen, 2011). Besides, they point out aesthetical aspects of the destination and see more easily 

the strengths and weaknesses of it because they hold a simple point of view (Tuan, 1990). In 

which way does the proximity tourist experience meet these conditions? Is the term “tourist 

experience” appropriate in this case? 

According to the analysis, curiosity is undeniably one of the main motivations for participants in 

these walking guided tours: “I participated out of curiosity, to learn about my town” (Laura, 31); 

“I participated because I was curious about Freemasonry” (Azucena, 60); “I was curious about 

my city” (Mari, 40), etc. According to Urry and Larsen (2011), curiosity and interest influence the 

way we perceive the environment. In other words, there is a predisposition in the way of 

appreciating the activity and the visited areas when this approach is motivated by curiosity. 

Following up with their theory, the tourist gaze is conditioned by this motivation, as well as by 

individual’s frame of reference.  

The analysis of participant’s frame of reference has been based here on the hometown and 

residential biography, everyday practices and memories. That is all the subjective and collective 

elements which condition the individual perception of the experience and,therefore, the proximity 

tourist gaze.Firstly, when participants live in the metropolitan region of the visited area, they are 

proximity tourists from a physical point of view.However,hometown is usually considered as part 

of the usual environment,soa tourist should keep a distance from it, according to the official 

definitions (WTO, 2014). Figure 1 shows that the interviewed participants in thesewalking 

guided tours live in the metropolitan region of Barcelona, 37 of them in Barcelona city. This 

physical proximity has an impact on the experience. On one hand, for some it is the motivation to 

participate in these activities: “That is why I like these tours, because you learn about your home 

and there are a lot of things that you don’t know yet about it” (Sara, 51); “I participated to learn 

about areas in Barcelona that I didn’t know before, I want to learn about its neighbourhoods” 

(Judit, 28); “I love my city and also love to widen my culture” (Dolors, 42); “I wanted to learn 

more things about my city” (Xavi, 29), etc. According to these statements, it looks like physical 

proximity is a driving force for these activities. When there is the feeling that there are unknown 

aspects of the own culture, walking guided tours become a mean to get access to this spatial and 

cultural knowledge.On the other hand, physical proximity reinforces the feeling of discovery: “I 

know the city centre very well and I just realised that I didn’t know these places [close to the 

cathedral] at all!” (Rosa, 60); “I liked El Ingenio a lot. I was very impressed. I didn’t know it. I 

must have been a thousand times in this street but…” (Gloria, 39). 

Secondly, physical proximity regarding the destination isn’t the only characteristic of these 

individuals’ frame of reference. Everyday practicesare important to learn about the familiarity 

between individual and visited areas.The main everyday practices identified in this analysis are: 
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taking a stroll [“We walk a lot in this area, we come very often. We come here a lot and I just 

discovered the statue of the Saint there!” (Sara, 51); “I’ve walked a lot in these areas” (Felipe, 

67)];attending cultural events [“Actually, we know this area very well and now for Christmas we 

always come to Santa Llucia’s market” (Beni, 64); “Every year I come to Gracia’s festival” 

(Anna, 35)]; visiting friends and relatives [“Usually we come here to visit my parents” (Ariana, 

31)]; leisure and nightlife practices [“I’ve lived 20 years here, now we come to the bars” (Gloria, 

39);“We go to Les 7 Portes restaurant very often” (Beni, 64)];and working [“I work here” (Clara, 

25); “Now I’m retired but when I worked I used to work with foreign companies and I brought 

them to Barcelona’s Jewish quarter” (Marc, 63)].  These everyday practices are part of the 

personal experiences and condition the way these individuals gaze upon the destination. 

The notion of everyday implies a regularity. For example, attending cultural events every year 

has been included in the analysis of everyday practices, even if they are mostly unique 

performances. Recurring participation in these walking guided tours can therefore be considered 

an everyday practice: “We come to this area to participate in walking tours or to have a drink” 

(Gloria, 39); “We book every tour that we find interesting because of the kind of tour or because 

we like the area” (Carlos, 48); “Living here, every time that we see that there is a tour like this, 

when I have some spare time and I find it interesting, I take him and say «Let’s do this because 

it’s going to be great»” (Miquel, 29). Nevertheless, like cultural events, every walking guided 

tour providesa unique experience. Since it is a live performance, it can’t be done and enjoyed 

twice as exactly the same (Colbert & Cuadrado, 2003). Participants even combine their different 

experiences of walking guided tours to create their own story: “All the information you learn 

from the different tours, you keep on crossing it” (Carlos, 48). Participating in these tours as a 

regular practice clearly influences the tourist experience since these participants are at least 

familiar with the logistics of these tours and are more demandingthan beginners: “Look, last week 

I was in a tour in Raval and guides were volunteers and today is much better, the guide is a 

professional” (Miquel, 29); “When I’m in a tour and the guide doesn’t explain things and he just 

reads a travel book, I feel like I miss something. I prefer to do walking tours with people who like 

what they do, who don’t just repeat facts because they have a job and they have to do it... We’ve 

done some tours with guides that you think «Oh, my God»[…]. On the contrary, once we went to 

Guell Park and the guide was a nice person who explained the life of the neighbourhood and was 

very excited. That makes you enjoy the tour” (Carlos, 48).There might be a point of saturation 

where the individual feels like he already knows everything there is to know: “[With this kind of 

tours] I’ve done all the neighbourhoods in Barcelona and all the themes from the foundations till 

the Modernism and I just have three or four things left to do” (Carlos, 48). It is for that reason 

that organisers of these tours keep on innovating and new themes are launchedevery month. 

In the third place, memories are considered as part of the imaginary of these places and therefore 

as one of the filters through which individuals gaze upon the destination and buildthe tourist 

experience:“Every time when I am in front of the Cathedral I remember when I went to school in 

Lladó street coming from Ramblas” (Amparo, 63); “My first kiss with my partner” (Maria, 50); 

“Dancing sardanes [traditional Catalan dance] in the Cathedral’s square and dancing salsa in 
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Plaça del Rei square” (Mario, 55); “Watching the final of football world championship in a bar 

in Raval” (Roger, 29), etc.Memories affect the experience, enhancing it or making it worse 

depending on how positive or negative the memory is (Tung & Ritchie, 2011). In this case, 

memories reveal a familiarity with the visited areas contributing to the proximity tourist gaze. 

Other aspects like social class, gender, nationality, age and education define individual’s 

perceptions and experiences as well (Urry & Larsen, 2011). According to the data collected 

during the participant observation, these are intergenerational tours. Most of the participants are 

between 30 and 70 years old. There hasn’t been any child participating during the observations 

and there are tours where they aren’t accepted, usually because of the theme or because these 

tours go through scary places. There was equality between men and women in every observed 

tour. Participants essentially belonged to middle class and the majority had higher education. 

However, there were some participants with basic education too. These aspects constitute 

additional filters of the tourist gaze but it is the unique combination of all of them which forms 

the perspective of the tourist experience. 

There are also collective filters, perceived by the whole group. The ambiance around these tours 

is an example: street musicians, street vendors, beggars, other groups with guides, alarms from 

the shops, blinds closing and the sound of steps in a silent alley at night, blinds opening in the 

morning, good weather, bad weather, cold, heat, etc. All these elements condition the experience 

in a positive or negative way. Moreover, some of these aspects are staged to improve this 

experience. For example, there is a walking tour about crimes in Barcelona and it happens at 

night: “I love history. That and going out at night it’s a great combination” (Jordi, 39). This way, 

the narrative is surrounded by a particular context which complements the way this tour is 

perceived. These elements are other inputs in the individual’s frame of reference and in the 

construction of the tourist gaze. 

This research is interested in the tourist gaze as a deliberate perspective adopted by participants in 

walking guided tours taking place in their hometown or metropolitan region. “The concept of the 

gaze highlights that looking is a learned ability and that the pure and innocent eye is a myth” 

(Urry & Larsen, 2011, p. 1). It has been said that tourist’s point of view is the result of all the 

elements of the individual’s frame of reference (and that includes collective references 

interpreted by the individual) with a particular motivation based on curiosity which makes the 

individual more available to meet the unknown (Vacher, 2014). The analysed participants are 

mainly moved by curiosity and interest in knowing better the city. They know that they still have 

things to learn about the region where they live and they have decided to emulate tourists because 

tourists seem to learn about these unknown aspects more easily than residents: “Tourists come 

and know everything and we are here and don’t know anything at all” (Marc, 63). Since tourists 

participate in guided tours, participating in this kind of activities seem to be an easy way to 

become a tourist: “I am from this neighbourhood and, well, there are a lot of things that you 

never get to know. However, if you go with a guide, then… It is a pity that visitors from outside, 
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from abroad, know better than us. And that, us being from here, from the neighbourhood!” 

(Ariana, 31). 

Nonetheless, unlike traditional tourists, proximity tourists’ individual frame of reference includes 

physical and abstract proximity with the destination: on one hand it is located close to the 

household and, on the other hand, it feels familiar because it is the scene of everyday practices 

and memories. Therefore, proximity tourists and traditional tourists share the curiosity and 

interest as motivations but don’t have the same points of reference. It has been established that 

every individual has his/her own depending on his/her personal experiences. Proximity tourists 

have in common a proximate relationship with the visited areas and traditional tourists have in 

common a certain distance with the destination. Therefore, according to this research, returning 

to Tuan’s theory about the simple and the complex approach of the territory from tourists and 

residents(Tuan, 1990), even if proximity tourists approach the destination through a tourist 

perspective and, therefore, through a simple approach, they remain residents and keeptheir 

complex approach of the territory. On one hand, during walking tours, they appreciate the 

aesthetical aspects of the city that they don’t notice in their everyday lives: “I’ve passed 50,000 

times in front of those little angels with the set-square and all that and I had never seen them!” 

(Marc, 63) and these tours are an opportunity to confront their own society’s strengths and 

weaknesses since all the observed tours had a critical approach of local history and myths. On the 

other hand, their point of view is strongly conditioned by the proximity that they hold with the 

visited places.Proximity tourists’ approach is complex because it is built with information 

coming from multiple sources: personal experiences, family, work, society, environment, media, 

etc. Traditional tourists adopt a simpler approach because their relationship with the destination is 

relatively new and based on the information they collected when they prepared their tripand what 

they know from the media.The information that proximity tourists get from these tours is 

therefore automatically put into context while traditional tourists can’t because they don’t have 

the same relationship with the destination. The proximity with the destination constitutes the 

main filter through which proximity tourists gaze upon it. 

According to the interviewed organisers, narratives of these tours are adapted to a local audience. 

Hence, they go deeper in the stories than walking tours offered to traditional tourists who don’t 

know the basic historical facts of the visited society.However, traditional tourists looking for an 

alternative point of view also participate in these tours: “We looked for activities out of the 

conventional tourist circuits” (tourist from Seville, 35).During these activities, all kinds of 

participants share the same destination and travel through the same narrative. Traditional tourists 

very likely feel out of their comfort zone (Poulain, 2000) more easily than proximity touristsbut 

both proximity and traditional tourists perceive the experience of the tour according to their own 

memories and previous experiences (Tung & Ritchie, 2011) that they had in their hometown or 

travelling. Furthermore, all enjoy the tours as a mean to access to the unknown. For locals, they 

are tools to become “the other” in a close and familiar environment. For tourists, they bring 

authenticity since they visit the destination by the hand of locals.In this sense, becoming either a 
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traditional or a proximity tourist is a conscious decision on approachingplaces through a tourist 

practice. 

Conclusions 

Tourist studies have usually focused on the question of the subjective construction of familiarity, 

the process through which individuals give places a meaning(Tuan, 2011) and these places 

become part of the individual’s usual environment (Ascher, 2000; Govers et al., 2008). This 

paper focuses on an opposite phenomenon which we refer to asthe subjective construction of 

otherness. In other words, it is the process through which individuals distance themselves from a 

close and familiar placein order to approach it differently. 

The experiences of participants in walking guided tours in Barcelona living in its metropolitan 

region have been analysed. This phenomenon is developing in every metropole in the world. In a 

post-modern context where far realities are accessible to most people from developed countries, 

there is the need to look for new ways of attachment, by promoting local heritage and developing 

identity features, for example.  

Participants analysed in this research live in the metropolitan region of Barcelona and maintain 

familiar links with the visited area because it is the scene oftheir everyday practices and 

memories. They have realized that they do not know their city enough from a spatial and a 

historical point of view, they have identified otherness in their perimeter of proximity. Therefore, 

they try to overcome this lack of knowledge by participating in guided tours which are 

traditionally associated with a tourist experience. These guided tours represent a marginal 

experience (Vacher, 2014), an experience of the otherness because they explain and show 

unknown and surprising aspects of the city. In other words, thanks to these activities, local 

population gain access to unknown parts of their hometown.In this sense,walking guided tours 

operate as mediation techniques between the participants and their environment(Vergopoulos, 

2013). 

This paper argues that it is possible to carry the process of subjective construction of otherness by 

deliberately adopting a tourist’spoint of view. Urry and Larsen’s (2011)theory of the tourist gaze 

and Tuan’s theory of the tourist and the resident’s approaches of the territory have been adopted 

in order to understand what a tourist’s point of view is. For these authors, looking is a “learned 

ability” conditioned by several frames like age, nationality, gender, education, etc.Besides, 

tourists are essentially motivated by curiosity and interest.Therefore, tourist’s point of view is 

here considered as a mix of the individual’s frame of reference and curiosity.Individual’s frame 

of reference includes all the subjective and collective elements conditioning the experience. 

According to the preliminary results of this research, these participants, like tourists, are mainly 

motivated by curiosity. However, unlike tourists, their strong relationship of proximity with the 

visited areas highly determines their frames of reference. It is in this sense that they are called 

proximity tourists. Traditional tourists participate in these walking guided tours looking for 

authenticity and proximity tourists do it to visit the city like tourists do.In this sense, participating 
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in a tourist practice is a conscious decision.For both kinds of participants these tours are a mean 

of meeting the otherness. 

Not all local participants look for a tourist experience. Four modes of experience of these walking 

tours have been identified: educational, expert, recreational and tourist. The educational 

experience refers to those participants whose main motivation is to learn. For them, participating 

in a walking guided tour is like going to a lecture but more enjoyable. The expert experience 

happens when the participant wants to confirm his/her own knowledge. This mode has great 

impact on the experience of the rest of the group. The recreational experience is for those who 

essentially want to have a good time without any further motivation. Finally, the tourist 

experience in this case concerns those participants who explicitly declarethat these walking 

guided tours are tools to learn about their hometown the way tourists do. These categories are not 

exclusives since the same participant has different experiences in different tours or even within 

the same tour. 

These are preliminary results of an ongoing research. They aimed to introduce the approach of 

proximity tourism in a close and familiar destination. More research has to be done regarding the 

impacts of these practices in the public space in terms of image and attachment ofindividuals to 

their home region. Moreover, future research as well as land planners can benefit from this 

approach on the subjective construction of the otherness to develop proximate destinations. 
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